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CMT 2017, with over 235,000 visitors,
2,052 exhibitors from 93 countries
and more than 850 vehicles marked

yet a significant success. Messe Stuttgart is
setting an even more extraordinary edition
for the 50th anniversary and CMT 2018,
from January 13 to 21, will expand conside-
rably its caravaning section by 10,000 sqm.
Since 1968, CMT has grown as the world's
largest consumer show for tourism and lei-
sure and, now, also reaches a relevant inte-
rest for the world's RV industry. The 50th
anniversary will be the occasion to open the
new Paul Horn Halle and rising with it at an
overall surface up to 120,000 sqm. The cara-
vaning section of CMT 2018 will be then
assigned of an entire new hall, filling a total
of six. CMT Team Manager Alexander Ege
says "The expansion of the overall hall capa-
city is happening at the perfect time for us.
Thanks to the additional surface area, we

The grand opening of the new Paul Horn Halle, 120,000 sqm, six halls dedicated to the
caravanning and campering sector, 1000 vehicles and 140 RV manufacturers: Messe
Stuttgart is planning the biggest CMT edition ever.
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can offer the visitors to our anniversary
event the biggest CMT ever. This year we will
have around 1000 recreational vehicles on
show”. The result of the significant increase
in available space is that many new brands
can enter themselves for the first time at
CMT as exhibitors. Among the newcomers,
CMT 2018 welcomes Eiler, Etrusco,
Falterladen, Flexebu, Herocamper, Indie
Camper, Kompanja, Lunar, MAN,
Maxxcamp, MGM, Orange Camp, P.L.A.,
Quantis, Roadsurfer, Robeta, Roland Bauer,
Stema, Wavecamper, Xgo, Ziegler. The
"Camping/Caravaning" six halls will be the-
med. Hall 1, volume manufacturers will
showcase their new products. In the motor-
vehicle gallery, presentations will concentra-
te on the themes of caravaning and mobility

on holiday. Hall 2, Knaus Tabbert will
highlight the innovations of the various
brands. Hall 3, Manufacturers from the pre-
mium segment and other volume manufac-
turers will present themselves. Hall 5, trade
fair visitors will find hobby vehicles, as well
as more volume manufacturers and special
offers for newcomers. Hall 7, meeting place
for all camping bus and van fans. There will
also be a special area for bus camping equip-
ment and modular equipment systems. Hall
9, complete range of accessories, as well as
attractive camping and parking site offers.
This year's caravaning partner region,
Trentino (Italy), will also be prominently pre-
sented at this location. On the gallery of the
L-Bank Forum (Hall 1) and in Hall 5, the visi-
tors will also find a greatly expanded selec-

tion of offroad and expedition vehicles.
Specialist visitors will probably be interested
above all in the third RV site summit: Thanks
to this offer, the combination of caravaning
and tourism will take place not only in the
halls, but also in the seminar offers. From
15.00 on Monday, 15 January, tourism pro-
fessionals and destination managers will
meet caravan enthusiasts to obtain first-
hand information on the development of
motorhome parking sites. Successful exam-
ples from practice will be presented, and for
the first time the event will be accompanied
by an exhibition at which anyone interested
can make direct contact with accessory
manufacturers and planning offices. All
information on tickets is available at
www.messe-stuttgart.de/cmt.

Contacts:
CMT Team Manager: Alexander Ege - alexander.ege@messe-stuttgart.de


